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King Arthur I, II HMRH. TVM-LSM-666, Rightful Claim to 117 A.D. and
the “REPUBLIC ACT” and first and foremost with My King Arthurs
Universal Natural Flag 2020

Also, to finalize the ascension to the Emerald Covent vs Luciferin Covenant

https://www.emeraldguardians.nl.eu.org/search/label/Luciferian%20Covenant

https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/File:Universal-Time-Matrix150.jpg

Home | : KINGS-STAND & RIGHTEOUS-TAKE-BACK (wixsite.com)

Moai Crown Native Magistrate Court NZ | moaipowerhouse

Renaming and Re-named on this Day 11/27/2020, it to;

“KING ARTHURS KINGS BENCH ROYAL REVENUE

FOR THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD © “
To the Worlds People, in alignment with the 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s

Republican, Trading Bank Flag, and King Arthurs Numbers, tarot 117, and
My Embassy 117 North Poe St. Lake Elsinore, Californio aka California, that
was stolen and other property’s and lively hood, by the fraud Companies,
Corporations, and LLC’s, buying stolen goods especially from King Arthurs
I,II Prize Possessions, when it was paid for through not only this Cloaking in
Secrecy, but through the 1933 Banking Act, everything paid for, by your
Signature or Autograph, X, or any other energetic means.

I King Arthur I, II Claim the Covenant back from 117 A.D. and back to
King Solomon’s gold and Prior, as the receiver and director to the United
States, Treasury in Reno, Nevada, Fort Knox, and to the Quantum Financial
System in Las Vegas, Nevada, Philippines Islands and anywhere else on the
planet or off. To come here by my directive Orders to be carried out, in-house
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or upon travel anywhere in the World. These is not to be taken lightly, and
now I Command by this Order to Release the Wealth to the ongoing Currency
Exchange, of All Tiers 1-5, upon this day of 11/27/2020, and all Accounts to
the People throughout the World immediately, there are to be no more
restraints by the Military, since I am wearing the Highest Badge of that type
of Law, nor Control with the Chinese Elders or anyone else on planet or off.
This has been deemed for Humanity for Millions of years set forth for this
time and I am making sure, this duality structure fighting amongst each other
is to stop because it is unnecessary for now and forever.

I, King Arthur I, II, have been patient for years, and now is the time to set
humanity free from all debt slavery and to set them in abundance, and off
planet 6000 inventions.

Each and Every Tribe are to get their Inheritance to utilize and anyone that
come to this planet that are not of the dark called evil doers or plan to change
their ways are accepted. As we transition of the consciousness from 3
dimensional to 4, to 5, consciousness there will be no allowance for any
destructive measures, hiding like you’re not there, in Corporate Fiction as
well. This is about leader-ship service to others, and healing yourselves, in all
the right capacities, through Love, Joy and Enlightenment, Inspiring All!

Anyone including, Donald J. Trump, DONALD J. TRUMP, INC. or Steven
Terner Mnuchin is a senior American politician, investment banker and film
producer who is serving as the 77th United States Secretary of the Treasury as
part of the Cabinet of Donald Trump. Previously, Mnuchin had been a hedge
fund manager and investor, which of Treasury, Military, or any Companies
hired, Con-gress, U.S. Supreme Court that does not follow what I write and
say, will be held accountable by the People as Kings and Queens, as well as
Bar Member Attorneys shipping Vessel clerks of your body, Judges,
Magistrates, Queens, Kings, or otherwise. Admiralty Law, Court Martial
Law, Magistrate Court Authority, will stay in place for now, however
Maritime Law is gone. Bar Members from England your time is up. So it is.
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Lawyers can participate, on a limited capacity ending up under the King of
Kings, of the Natural People, that Jesus fulfilled already, and now I have
returned. 3- Jesus’s.

As we transition from the interim leader-ship in the American name, land of
the free melting pot per se, is and will set off all Countries, Islands, with Great
Britain U.K., known now as Great Breton under King Arthur Returns, as hip
joinder as I King Arthur is fulfilling My Journey, made in America and
Great, I was born in California aka Californio, following the Ship backwards
to England and other places through my lineage, to Set the Lands and Hearts
Free, Prior to the 21rst of December and Next year of the Solar Flash!

It is time to Join Hands, we don’t know what we don’t know, however, that’s
ok, and you just might very soon.

I will expect by next week for King Arthur I, II to be the first for My Bank
Account (I am the Bank, so are you) for fulfillments to occur next week,
therefore all to follow.

Today on timeline dimension of 12/22/2020

Now All are accountable listed and many more, as of 12/22/2020. Bills are bills,
but which kind? Notes of Federal Reserve can never be paid, even in the New
Treasury induced, it is fiat currency, unless announced by 24th it is asset
backed not by the People back, therefore would be stealing your energy, or on
the People return to slavery like President Lincoln did after he set the Black
People into the 10 mile Square of Washington D. C. and Virginia overlapping
the County, from [bond] of birth certificate, or PASS PORT passing which
port of shipping through from the Bar shipping clerks of England and
Edinburg, Scotland with their group of hive minds about 10 of them
Controlling Freemasons for the Worlds Land Titles, and taxed to high heaven,
and of higher dimensions, not dementia of the Elderly People, up to 15
dimensions to 144. $900 billion [bill] American Con-game aggressive scheme
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control of fake cov-19 virus and vaccinations, a simple cold or flu of entity’s
manufactured it. We know how it was to wipe out hue-manity, but now used
for the good? Some people may not live in their body, called passing on, so
above so below. How many years Con artist of Con-aggression must be in that
type of office call congress shall there be, seen some 40 years sitting there like a
lantern with no light? Really come on now, you are all Kings and Queens,
Crown to heel on length of Birth Certificate Fraud banking bond on the river
banks using you as the current i.e. currency flow entrapping your rights out of
the Mother’s womb, and in other terms, your actually Sovereign integral
beings, in this plan-astray system ascending to higher state of consciousness.
We will need to Abolish U.S. Passport in the first month of 2021 that made
their own laws of travel 1966 by one admiral and U.S.C., with the fraud
treasury, and Internal Revenue Fraudsters and much more in this Draconian
system of enslavement. Without free passage to All Lands and Sea, but to pay a
fee for it. Yes either we pay the private and public airlines or make our own. Is
it not the Presidents that were Founding Fathers of the 13 colonies in America
from the Kings, such as Admirals 1-7 King George lineage, and the Presidents
as Vice President Founding Fathers back to King John, Magna Carta 1215
A.D. not in America i.e. Atlantis/U.K. to Amerika, and Amuraca? Control of
the Countries by Company names Registered in Delaware East Coast of
Amerika, of the America name. Such as name calling like the IWI people of
New Zeeland, by the Queen, their Dead and still naming calling and labeling
them for profit, like the Natives Indians, in Ameruca land of Lemuria 4 States
including, California, Oregon, Nevada, and Washington State. Separate and
divide Countries into States to make fake money, by the luciferins fallen ones.
Prior were The Basque, Welsh were here before any of these acting actors of
Presidents were on the lands and the Kings in nature of sort, separating and
dividing the People from their original origins of birth, and place. So it is only
right to give back all that was stolen to the People NOW!

https://youtu.be/NL_FBpIZq0g
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https://steemit.com/introduceyourself/@houseofcrowns/is-etherium-the-new-mark-of-the-beast
http://aoworldmarshall.blogspot.com/2017/05/eminent-domain-master-mother-title-oct.html?m=1
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